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BELARUS

MINSK WORLD, MINSK
STAND P-1.G9
Mixed-use
Presented by Dana Holdings
Minsk World is one of the largest mixed-use
construction projects in the world today. The gross
floor area of the project will be 3 million-sq m on
a plot of 380 ha. The project will be comprised
of 30,000 high quality residential units and villas
and 305,000-sq m GLA of Class-A office space
within a new international financial district. There
will also be conference, events and leisure centres, schools, lakes and green spaces with a new metropolitan park,
and a 120,000-sq m GLA shopping, entertainment and leisure centre.
Investment and development company Dana Holdings undertakes residential, industrial, commercial, educational
and mixed-use projects, as well as PPP investments in emerging markets and has completed over 500 projects.

BELGIUM

THE ANTON SITE,
ANDENNE

STAND P1.B14

Mixed-use
Presented by Wallonia Region
The Anton project, which lies close to the centre
of Andenne, will create a new district with a mix
of sustainable businesses, services and housing.
The 50-ha development will include green spaces
and theme parks, and the new district will link to
the existing town centre by footpath.
The project will create 1,600 homes, a research centre, offices including a business incubator and co‑working
spaces, and a storage and distribution centre.
Within each block, and in some cases within the same building, there will be a mix of uses so housing will be
combined with offices, shops and services.
The first phase of this primarily publicly-owned scheme will be complete in 2019.
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BELGIUM

BLUE GATE, ANTWERP

PALAIS 1

Industrial & Logistics
Presented by City of Antwerp
Blue Gate Antwerp will be an eco-effective business park for
innovative companies and plans for the 64 ha, water-bound,
brown‑field site to the south of Antwerp, include a logistics area
which will be developed beside the River Scheldt.
The remainder of the site will provide premises for production
companies as well as research and development activities.
The first occupier, rope producer Bexco, opened its manufacturing
facility there in 2015.
Other companies are expected to follow in 2017 after further
remedial work is completed to the remainder of the site. A BREEAM
Very Good rating is being pursued along with GRI reporting type
Core, CO2 neutral.

INNER CITY OFFICE SPACE,
GHENT

PALAIS 1

Offices
Presented by City of Ghent
The city of Ghent is described as “a smart city” and is tackling
complex urban development challenges, such as how to integrate
the office space of the future with the current inner city, given the
impact of the new ways of working and levels of urban mobility.
Flanders Ghent Development Group is tackling these questions in
collaboration with the real estate sector and other stakeholders. The
result is a publication with policy recommendations and business
models for the desired office development in Ghent in the future.
One example is The Quantum building, located close to Ghent
Dampoort railway station. Developed by Alides, this BREEAM Excellent office building provides 9,246-sq m
of sustainable office space. It has a functional yet ground-breaking design, advanced technical solutions and
intelligent tenant mix of larger companies combined with an accelerator and co-working space for digital startups
and scale-ups.
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BELGIUM

ESPACE ROGIER, NAMUR
STAND P1.B14
Mixed-use
Presented by Wallonia Region
The first phase of the city of Namur’s Espace
Rogier project is the launch of a tender for the
design and construction of the Conservatoire in
Jambes which will include an auditorium with
seating for 800. This 3,000-sq m phase also
includes hotel, restaurant and café facilities.
The second phase will be the construction of the
Namur Trade Centre, 2,000-sq m of public rented housing, 2,000-sq m of private housing and a 160-space
underground car park.
Bidding for the first phase will commence in April 2016 and the second-phase tender will be launched in May
2016.

BOLIVIA

NEW SANTA CRUZ CITY,
SANTA CRUZ

STAND P-1.C72/P-1.D71

Urban development
Presented by
Gel Inversiones y Bienes Raices
New Santa Cruz city is the first ever mega
new‑city development in South America.
Designed by Bolivian real estate holding company
Lafuente Business Group and LH Korea Land &
Housing Corporation, the 6,000 ha project will house 450,000 people in a futuristic human-centred smart city
where technology ensures a better quality of life for all of its residents.
The $2.5bn project aims to adopt the essence of modern urban planning theories and trends. It will show how a
new city addresses urban problems and it has been designed to be self-sustainable.
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BRAZIL

ILHA PURA,
RIO DE JANEIRO

VISITOR

Mixed-use
Presented by Ilha Pura 01 Empreendimentos
Imobiliarios
Ilha Pura is a high-quality neighbourhood being
developed in Barra da Tijuca in Rio de Janeiro’s
western zone. During the Rio 2016 Games
its 31 residential towers, divided into seven
condominiums will provide Brazil’s Olympic and Paralympic villages, accommodating 18,000 people.
The project comprises 3,604 apartments ranging from 77-sq m to 461-sq m, a convenience mall and a park. Work
started in 2012 and will be completed this March.
Each condominium will include a large range of exclusive amenities such as indoor recreation areas, ballrooms,
beauty salons, dining rooms, fitness centres, spas with saunas and massage rooms, and a large area of swimming
pools.
A 72,000-sq m park with leisure facilities such as 4km of bicycle and jogging paths, six tennis courts, a football
pitch, and a skate park will be available for future residents of Ilha Pura.
Ilha Pura is the first sustainable neighbourhood in Latin America certified with LEED ND from the Green Building
Council.

CANADA

EDMONTON
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT, PORT ALBERTA

PALAIS 3

Industrial & Logistics
Presented by City of Edmonton
Edmonton International Airport is being
developed as an inland port for logistics and
distribution. It aims to serve routes between Asia
Pacific and North America and hosts the only
scheduled freighter air cargo service between mainland China and Canada. Designated a free trade zone, the first
phase of development is underway and comprises over 83 ha with air and ground cargo distribution centres
under construction. There is an additional 826 ha in the second phase.
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CANADA

MCMASTER INNOVATION PARK,
HAMILTON

STAND C19.G

Research park
Presented by the City Of Hamilton
Hamilton’s McMaster Innovation Park (MIP) will enable
McMaster University to collaborate with other organisations
and companies in activities such as advanced manufacturing
and materials, nanotechnology and bio‑technology, enabling
ideas to be transformed into commercial opportunities.
MIP’s vision is to be an internationally-recognised focal point
for innovation, creativity, learning and research excellence.
Ten buildings, accommodating 1,500-1,800 employees, will be
developed during the next 10 years.
McMaster Innovation Park has fully serviced sites of 0.2 ha to 2 ha. Existing buildings include the Atrium@MIP,
the McMaster Automotive Resource Centre, and the CanmetMATERIALS Laboratory. Two projects are underway:
the Emerging Technology Centre (ETC) and the Fraunhofer-McMaster Project Centre that will house the
Biomedical Engineering and Advanced Manufacturing Project Centre (BEAM).
ETC will be a 7,432-sq m, built-to-suit facility that will attract researchers from around the world. BEAM will
enable collaboration on cell therapies and point-of-care diagnostics between McMaster University and Germanys
Fraunhofer IZI.

BAY PARK CENTRE, TORONTO
STAND P-1.K2
Offices
Presented by Ivanhoe Cambridge
Located in the heart of Toronto’s financial hub, Bay Park
Centre is a highly visible and innovative pair of office towers
on a 280,000-sq m downtown campus. The two towers will be
connected to each other and to the City by a 0.4-ha elevated
park.
Each tower will have 49 floors of state-of-the-art offices and
space for collaboration. Bay Park Centre will be equipped with
an extensive suite of amenities including a park, a modern
fitness facility and a conference centre.
The project, expected to be completed in 2019, is designed to
connect to downtown Toronto and beyond utilising all major
modes of transport, while a series of innovative pathways—above, below, and at ground level—will connect 81 Bay
Street with the second phase of the project, 141 Bay Street.
UK architectural firm Wilkinson Eyre won the competition to design the complex.
The scheme is expected to attain LEED Platinum and WELL accreditations.
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CHINA

GLOBAL HARBOR,
CHANGZHOU

VISITOR

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Yuexing Group’s Global Harbor Changzhou, is
a new 300,000-sq m shopping centre with a
strong focus on entertainment and leisure. The
design, by architect Chapman Taylor, includes
an 80m-diameter Ferris wheel on the roof of the
shopping mall.
When completed, Global Harbor Changzhou will be a retail-led, mixed-use development comprising a
270,000 sq m shopping mall, and a 30,000-sq m hotel. It will include an iMax cinema, a SEGAland leisure centre,
a bowling club as well as a large food and beverage offer.
The development site is located directly on the main highway which links Changzhou city centre with Shanghai
and Nanjing.
The project, which is the sister development to Global Harbor Shanghai, is currently on schedule and is due for
completion in early 2016.

GLOBAL 100,
HAINAN ISLAND

VISITOR

Mixed-use
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Global 100 is a 400-ha, mixed-use entertainment,
leisure, retail, hospitality and residential scheme.
The development includes a 170-ha film-theme
park containing attractions influenced by
film‑making in Europe, China and America.
This film-theme park is made up of six different villages, respectively representing China, the Netherlands, UK,
Italy, Spain and Germany/Switzerland.
Chapman Taylor is developing the overall masterplan for all of the villages for client China Changchun Film Studio,
one of China’s principal film studios. The architectural firm is also providing the concept and design for the
villages representing China and the UK.
The project also includes a resort hotel covering 60 ha. This will have integrated retail facilities as well as a spa
inspired by Hainan’s natural volcanic environment.
The whole project is being developed in two phases, the first of which is on site.
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CZECH REPUBLIC

SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY PARK,
OSTRAVA

STAND P-1.D76/P-1.E77

Research park
Presented by City of Ostrava
Science and Technology Park Ostrava is
being enlarged by 15.5 ha to create new facilities on the site, which is near the VŠB-Technical University of Ostrava.
The park aims to support businesses specialising in advanced technologies with close links to the university
sector. The emphasis of the new space will be on the development, applied research and promotion of innovative
technologies.
Four new multi-purpose buildings are planned: The 2,680-sq m Piano; Tandem (3,000-sq m); Trident (2,794 sq m);
and Viva (2,503-sq m). Ingeteam, ELCOM and VAE Prosys already have buildings on the park.
The first phase of the enlargement will generate up to 2,000 new jobs and, by focusing on modern hi‑tech sectors
with high added value, will support the ongoing restructuring of the local economy away from traditional heavy
industries.

BLACK MEADOW,
OSTRAVA

STAND P-1.D76/P-1.E77

Urban development
Presented by City of Ostrava
City leaders working to revitalise downtown
Ostrava have given architecture students
a chance to participate. The students were
given information about five vacant parcels
scheduled for development, one of which was Černá Louka (Black Meadow), 150 metres from the city’s central
square.
The project is based on the winning design submitted by Dutch studio Maxwan. The scheme will integrate
educational and leisure activities and follows the revitalisation of the nearby Ostravice River.
Besides expanding the city’s leisure and recreation facilities, the transformation of this brown-field site will also
create a campus for the University of Ostrava – the second-largest university in the Moravian-Silesian region.
The Black Meadow project is also closely allied to other major development projects, and will be fully integrated
with two recently revitalised brown-field sites – the Lower Vítkovice industrial complex and the Nová Karolina
commercial and residential zone.
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CZECH REPUBLIC

METRONOM BUSINESS
CENTER, PRAGUE

STAND P-1.E51

Offices
Presented by HB Reavis
Metronom Business Center, Prague, located near
the Nové Butovice metro station within easy
reach of the city centre, will provide 31,200 sq m
of category-A office space and 2,135-sq m of
retail space.
Metronom comprises three connected buildings with terraces on their upper storeys. Each of the floors can
modified according to the occupier’s requirements and the building holds BREEAM Excellent certification. It has
three underground parking levels for 533 cars and bicycles and there is also a recharging station for electric cars.
A “drug store”, café and pharmacy already operate on the ground floor and there are plans for opening more
retail units.
The development of Metronom has transformed public space around the Nové Butovice metro station, which is
now surrounded by a park and relaxation zone.

ESTONIA

NUMERAL OFFICE
BUILDING, TALLIN

STAND P-1.G16/P-1.H15

Offices
Presented by Allianss Arhitektid
as part of City of Tallinn
Numeral Office Building, Tallinn, is an example
of Soviet architecture transformed into the most
sustainable office building in the Baltic region - it
was awarded the FIABCI Baltic Prix d’Excellence
in the sustainable development category in 2015.
The 1960s-built former state census bureau building has been converted into 7,936-sq m net of modern multitenanted office space employing high standards for environmental sustainability and the well-being of its users.
Emissions-free building materials and glare-control on the façade are key features. Once complete in Spring 2016,
Numeral will receive a BREEAM Very Good certificate.
The building’s main reinforced concrete structural frame has been preserved and a new envelope created with
chameleon aluminium composite cladding. Planted areas, both on the surrounding site and public roof terraces,
provide office workers with places to relax during breaks.
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ESTONIA

T1 SHOPPING AND
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTRE, TALLINN

STAND P-1.G16/P-1.H15

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Pro Kapital Group
as part of City of Tallinn
T1 Shopping and Entertainment Centre will be
located beside the newest transport intersection
in Tallinn, the starting point of all main motorways
connecting Tallinn with other main cities but close to the historical city centre.
T1 will have a leasable area of 55,000-sq m, 5.4-metre high storefronts and a 12 000-sq m entertainment experience
including a six-screen multiplex cinema, a restaurant area and family entertainment centre. A 44-metre diameter
Ferris wheel will be sited on the roof of the centre (80 metres above street level) creating a powerful new
landmark for Tallinn. T1 is scheduled for completion by the end of 2017.
A new public transport hub is being created next to the centre in cooperation with the City of Tallinn. It will
provide an intersection for all main modes of transport at the new Tallinn Railway Station that is to be constructed
for the Rail Baltica international railway line.

FRANCE

AIX-MARSEILLE
FRENCH TECH, MARSEILLE

STAND R7.E57

Research park
Presented by Marseille Métropole
With 7,000 businesses, 40,000 employees, ¤8bn of
investment and the second-biggest telecoms hub after
Paris, Aix-Marseille is the digital capital of the south of
France.
In all, 1000,000 sq m of development opportunities are
being brought forward across three sites: the Belle-deMai digital hub, the Marseille Provence technology hub
and the Arbois-Méditerranée environmental technology hub.
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FRANCE

THE BELVEDERE,
BORDEAUX

STAND P-1.C2/P-1.D1/P-1.E1

Mixed-use
Presented by Bordeaux Métropole
The Belvedere will be developed on the right bank
of the Garonne beside Saint-Jean bridge. The
project will provide about 50,000-sq m of offices,
30,000-sq m of housing, 10,000-sq m of business
and service spaces as well as a four-star hotel.
Consultation began in early 2015 and three groups were pre-selected to compete last May. The teams presented
their offer in early December and the winning development team will be announced at MIPIM. Construction will
start in early 2017.

HENRI FABRE,
PROJECT,
MARSEILLE

STAND R7.E57

Mixed-use
Presented by Marseille Métropole
HPSIMI.indd 1

18/11/15 11:35

Building on the track record of Marseille’s global leaders, such as civil helicopter manufacturer Airbus Helicopters,
the Henri Fabre project is exploring a new model of economic development focused on innovation and the
aviation and energy sectors.
In total 180 ha of land is available for development across four strategic sites at Marignane (Technoparc des
Florides), Saint Victoret (Parc d’Empallières), Vitrolles (Cap Horizon) and Istres (Aeronautic hub).
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FRANCE

JARDINS DE L’ARCHE,
PARIS

STAND C12.A9

Urban development
Presented by Epadesa
The Jardins de l’Arche neighbourhood, located
at the foot of the Grande Arche in Nanterre, in
western Paris, is currently under construction and
will be home to the Arena Nanterre La Défense.
Scheduled for delivery in late 2016, the project is
designed as a major social and entertainment hub which will open early in 2017 and is expected to enhance Paris
La Défense as a tourism hot spot.
The new neighbourhood will capitalise on the construction of the Arena Nanterre La Défense, a sports and
entertainment complex which will have capacity for 40,000 spectators and will include 33,000-sq m of offices.
The new neighbourhood will also include the first residential developments in La Défense for 30 years, as well
as a campus for IESEG, a leading business school. A 170-room CitizenM boutique hotel will also be constructed.

NEWTON PARK, BEGLES
STAND P-1.C2/P-1.D1/P-1.E1
Technology park
Presented by Bordeaux Métropole
Bordeaux-Euratlantique is transforming the
former Esso site in Bègles into an environmental
intelligence park. Companies are being sought
to locate at the park and create jobs while
improving skills in the green economy, or those
companies that are planning innovative projects
that contribute to fighting climate change.
The 4.5 ha park is already home to wind energy specialist Valorem, a business incubator run by Technowest, the
IFF Water foundation, Fabinnov, and URscop.
Newton Park will have its own business incubator and areas for businesses to exchange and interact. A fleet of
electric cars will be located on the park along with a catering service.
There will be 14 buildings with 26,000-sq m of office and business premises of which 8,900-sq m is for sale. The
occupiers of 5,000-sq m have already been identified.
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FRANCE

DUO, PARIS
STAND P-1.K2
Mixed-use
Presented by Ivanhoe Cambridge
DUO is a 105,000-sq m urban architectural project
in the 13th arrondissement of Paris. DUO consists
of two towers with 27 and 39 storeys respectively
and was designed by Ateliers Jean Nouvel.
The mixed-use project was selected following a
consultation process and competition held by the
city of Paris and includes offices, shops, a high-rise luxury hotel, restaurants, a sky bar and an auditorium. DUO
will also include a public garden, tree-lined patios and numerous public transport access points.
DUO will provide collaborative spaces - using concepts such as coworking and fablab. Workspace design is
focused on well-being and DUO is one of the first tower developments in France registered under the WELL
Building Standard’s WELL Core & Shell Compliance rating.
The development is to be built to environmental and energy performance standards including Effinergie+
standard, HQE® Exceptional and LEED® Platinum.
The project is scheduled for completion in 2020.

AIRPARC,
LYON SAINT-EXUPERY
AIRPORT

STAND P-1.D10

Offices
Presented by Groupe Financiere Duval
Eventually providing almost 30,000 sq m of
floorspace amid a 60,000-sq m landscaped
park, the Airparc business park is a strategic
development for the region. Located at Lyon Saint-Exupery airport it offers offices less than 30 minutes from
Lyon city centre with strong national and international connections. Among the infrastructure on its doorstep
are three terminals, a TGV station and an international freight hub offering than 120 flights to domestic and
international destinations, TGV and road links to northern and southern Europe, Switzerland and Northern Italy.
CIAT, ATM, Emirates, Vigilec and, most recently, Gérard Perrier Industrie have all chosen Airparc, and the developer
Groupe Financiere Duval is able to offer flexible space, with floorplates that are divisible according to the needs
of each business.
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FRANCE

KERLYS
TECHNOLOGY HUB,
FORT DE FRANCE,
MARTINIQUE

STAND P-1.D10

Technopark
Presented by Groupe Financiere Duval
Kerlys Technology Hub is a third-generation park
of around 28,000 sq m. Strategically located with
direct access from the airport and the bypass, it forms a new gateway to Fort de France. The park has been
conceived to house both major businesses and SMEs, and Groupama, Pôle Emploi, l’INSEE and the Banque
Postale have already chosen to set up there.
Groupe Financiere Duval is investing alongside the la Caisse de Dépôts in the project which will eventually provide
eight buildings.

GERMANY

ALSTADTQUARTIER
BUCHEL, AACHEN

VISITOR

Urban development
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Architect Chapman Taylor was selected to create
a new quarter within the medieval town centre
of Aachen following a competition in November
2015.
The scheme, scheduled to start in 2018, will create
Altstadtquartier Büchel on a 3-ha site immediately adjacent to Aachen’s cathedral, one of the original 12 UNESCO
World Heritage Sites.
The project aims to redesign the existing urban fabric and introduce new streets, public squares, housing, offices,
retail space and a kindergarten in order to create a thriving new district.
The nine competition judges, among whom included international architects, urban planners and politicians,
unanimously chose the Chapman Taylor design, singling out its “good mix of uses, clear articulation and strong
connections well beyond the immediate competition area”.
The judges praised the design for its treatment of public spaces and surroundings and its potential to offer
Aachen a new and strong identity.
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GERMANY

MUNICH AIRPORT
SATELLITE, MUNICH

STAND R7.G38

Industrial & Logistics
Presented by K+P Architekten
und Stadtplaner
A new satellite is being developed at Munich
airport’s Terminal 2A by a joint venture between
airline Deutsche Lufthansa and the airport
authority Flughafen München.
The two partners are already responsible for running Munich airport’s Terminal 2, which has evolved into a central
hub for Lufthansa and its partner airlines after opening in June 2003.
The construction of the T2 Satellite will be shared on a 60:40 basis between, respectively, the airport and airline.
The satellite, due to open in April 2016, is a transfer terminal designed to provide new standards of comfort and
child-friendly travel with new lounges, quiet zones, showers and baby changing facilities.
The existing apron tower will be integrated as an architectural feature in the centre of the new building and
provides shopping and dining facilities. The clear floorplan is passenger-friendly because it makes orientation
easy and will reduce walking distances.
Koch + Partner is the architect and general planner for the project.

ITALY

NOI TECHPARK,
BOLZANO

VISITOR

Technology park
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Chapman Taylor Italy won the international
competition to design a new science and
technology park on the site of a former
aluminium factory in Bolzano.
The contemporary design and restoration of two existing buildings and the construction of a new workplace
building, The Black Monolith, is characterised by the inclusion of an aluminium foam façade. The buildings will be
home to innovative companies and local research and development industries.
As well as the high-tech innovative façade the development will have a sustainable energy footprint that is close
to zero consumption (Nearly Zero Energy Building). Chapman Taylor and CL&aa have been commissioned by
client BLS (Business Location Sudtirol) to build the 29,000-sq m project which is on site and due for completion
in 2017.
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ITALY

ARESE SHOPPING CITY,
MILAN

STAND P-1.N2

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Design International
Arese Shopping City, currently under development
in Milan, will be the largest shopping centre in
Italy to have been built in a single phase. With
92,000 sq m GLA and more than 200 shops,
cafés and restaurants as well as outdoor and
indoor sports, cultural and health facilities, the project is on schedule for its grand opening in April 2016.
A consortium of architects including Michele de Lucchi, Arnaldo Zappa and Davide Padoa of Design International
has designed the centre as a permeable street with indoor buildings, indoor and outdoor squares, porticos, gates
and gardens.
Along with real trees, plazas with individual identities and an internal ramp resembling that of New York’s
Guggenheim, the centre has a roof supported by one of the largest glulam structures in Europe.
Arese Shopping City will also be the most sustainable large-scale shopping centre designed in Italy and will be
certified LEED Gold.

CALCHI TAEGGI,
MILAN

STAND R8.B10

Urban development
Presented by Borio Mangiarotti
The new building complex is part of a
large scale PII (Programma Integrato do
Intervento/ integrated programme of action)
scheme referred to as via Calchi Taeggi/via
Bisceglie/via Fratelli Zoia. The project is a redevelopment in the heart of one of the largest green areas in Milan’s
west end.
The project aims to promote the renewal of an entire city quarter through the construction of a new settlement
with a total of approximately 123,585-sq m to be built during the next few years, providing residential, retail and
office space.
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ITALY

AGRI-FOOD LOGISTIC HUB,
MARCHE

STAND R8.B10

Industrial & Logistics
Presented by the Marche Region
The project will provide an Agri-food logistics hub at Marche
Airport. The scheme will provide a 7,500-sq m indoor trade
centre, a 12,000-sq m office area, as well as 30,000-sq m of
warehousing.
The hub is equipped with 20,000-sq m of parking and a cargo
handling area. A free-trade zone (FTZ) area is also available to
support import and export trade.
The project will also create a new air cargo centre which it is
hoped will become the new freight gateway of the Mid-Adriatic and central/south-eastern region of Italy.
It will provide the main infrastructure of the Adriatic Logistic Platform (ALP) and will comprise three logistics
hubs associated with Marche Airport, Ancona Port Authority and Jesi Interporto Freight Village).
Marche Airport’s old terminal is to be restructured to create an exclusive outlet at the airport with a total area of
5,500-sq m developed on two floors providing new offices, shops, restaurants and boarding gates.

PORTFOLIO SFORZESCO,
MILAN

STAND R8.B10

Residential
Presented by Borio Mangiarotti
The portfolio includes three existing residential buildings and
development land located in Milan. Palazzo Litta (pictured)
lies within the Teatro Litta complex, historically one of the
best known residential areas in the centre of Milan. The
project will provide a luxury residential building comprising
more than 20 dwellings with offices on the ground floor.
Montello is located in central Milan, close to the Moscova and
Garibaldi areas. This new residential complex will provide more than 60 apartments with some commercial units
on the ground floor.
Canonica, located in the district known as Sarpi – Bramante – Canonica, close to Arco della Pace and Parco
Sempione is being refurbished and will provide 19 residential units and two commercial spaces overlooking Via
Canonica.
Meanwhile, Silva, a development plot located in the eastern area of Milan will provide comprise a residential
building of 120 apartments.
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KAZAKHSTAN

MEGA SILK WAY, ASTANA
VISITOR
Retail & Leisure
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Retail and leisure scheme Mega Silk Way in
Astana, Kazakhstan, will provide the country’s
largest shopping centre.
The project, which is 140,000-sq m overall, is being
built within the framework of the masterplan for
the World Expo which will be held in Astana in
2017. Chapman Taylor and Renaissance Construction have designed the scheme for client Astana Group.
The centre will have a gross built area (GBA) of 74,000-sq m on two levels providing 210 shops, restaurants,
a food court, cinemas which include an IMAX screen, an ice rink around a lake, children’s entertainment areas,
2,300 car spaces, and an indoor rollercoaster and dolphinarium. A full scale Ferris wheel will stand outside the
building.
A dramatic single atrium will form the core of the entertainment and leisure elements facing the Expo to the east
of the site. Work has started on site and is due to be completed in September 2016.

LATVIA

SKANSTES OFFICE
BUILDINGS, RIGA

STAND P-1.G36/P-1.H31

Urban development
Presented by City of Riga
Skanstes is a rapidly developing new district
in Riga and is a priority commercial real estate
development area according to the city’s strategy.
The district is multifunctional and comprises
several office and residential buildings, the
Olympic sports centre and Riga Arena. Additional major projects are being developed including residential,
commercial and public buildings, as well as a tram line connecting the area to the city centre.
ELL Real Estate plans to develop a modern business complex, including five class-A office buildings with a total
gross area of 60,000-sq m and a six-floor parking garage for approximately 1,000 cars.
A mixed-use public space will also be created. The first phase of development will be twin 11-storey office towers
providing 30,000-sq m gross. ELL will launch the project during 2016.
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LUXEMBOURG

COMMISSION DE
SURVEILLANCE DU
SECTEUR FINANCIER
(CSSF), LUXEMBOURG

STAND R8.D14

Offices
Presented by Drees & Sommer Luxembourg
The Luxembourg Financial Supervisory Authority
(CSSF) has built a sustainable office complex with
650 workplaces totalling 17,000 sq m (GFA).
In addition to modern offices, the building has functional areas including a cafeteria, a fitness room, a library, a
conference area and underground parking.
Drees & Sommer has acted as project manager, focusing in particular on the energy concept and on technical and
economic controls. Despite a tight budget, Drees & Sommer saved ¤2m while maintaining quality and meeting
the planned completion date.

NIGERIA

EKO ATLANTIC, LAGOS
STAND P-1.F17
Urban development
Presented by Eko Atlantic
Eko Atlantic is a mixed-use project on an immense
scale and its creation involves the reclamation of
over 10 sq km of land lost to the Atlantic Ocean.
This will enable the development of an oceanfront city intended to compete at a global level.
The scheme will create a fully self-sufficient city
with tree-lined boulevards incorporating commercial, residential, entertainment and leisure facilities as well as an
international school, a hospital and Nigeria’s largest retail mall.
Over 450,000 people will live in the city which is expected to attract another 300,000 commuters who will work
in its various business districts.
Eko Atlantic is a privately-funded, multi-billion dollar development in partnership with local and international
banks - First bank, FCMB, Access Bank Plc and GT Bank in Nigeria, BNP Paribas Fortis and KBC Bank - in addition
to a growing number of private investors.
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NORWAY

ØKERN SHOPPING
CENTRE, OSLO

STAND P-1.M50/P-1.N51

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Oslo Metropolitan Area
Økern shopping centre is part of Oslo’s most
ambitious city development project. Developer
Steen & Strøm is responsible for creating an
urban and future-oriented site comprising a total
of area of 163,000 sq m including water park,
cinema, residential area and cultural facilities, in addition to a new shopping destination which will be one of the
largest in Oslo.
Økern is a major hub in Oslo and its infrastructure makes the centre easily accessible either by car, metro or bus.
A new square with a restaurant and cafés will be built adjacent to the metro.
Oslo is one of Europe’s fastest growing cities, and the population is expected to increase by 15% 2025 and by 24%
in Økern´s primary market. More than 10,000 new apartments are planned to be built within 1 km of the centre
over the coming years.

THE WEDGE, OSLO
STAND P-1.M50/P-1.N51
Offices
Presented by Oslo Metropolitan Area
Barcode is the largest urban development in Norway and
provides headquarters space for large, internationallyoriented companies as well as the context for a low-energy
office building, The Wedge.
The Wedge is a small high-rise and non-traditional, lowenergy office building, whose construction marks the
completion of Barcode. The new office building is aimed
at small and innovative firms, amidst big, international
companies in the Oslo CBD. The 12 storeys of The Wedge
include retail at ground level, open office floors for co-working, and a communal restaurant on the top floor.
Both its name and architecture are a product of the wedge-shaped plot, which has a length of 70 metres but a
width ranging from 4 metres to 10 metres.
A column-free interior will make The Wedge’s office space flexible and enable adaptation to suit the shifting
needs of different tenants. Architect A-lab designed the Wedge and the developer is Oslo S Utvikling.
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POLAND

GDYNIA MIĘDZYTORZE
STAND R8.A7
Mixed-use
Presented by City of Gdynia
Gdynia Międzytorze was conceived by Polish state
railway company PKP and developer SEMEKO to be an
appealing investment destination just outside the city
centre.
The €722m project will connect 14.4 ha adjacent to Gdynia
Główna station with the city’s transport scheme and
expand the borders of Śródmieście district. Międzytorze’s
can readily be reached by all means of transport and the
developers’ aim is to build a modern and people-friendly, mixed-use environment.
The project will include residential development and commercial buildings including a shopping centre, offices,
hotels and public space as well as green areas and car parks with comprehensive transport infrastructure.
The project will create 345,000-sq m of housing and leasable space.

GALERIA ECHO,
KATOWICE

STAND R8.C3

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Echo Investment
Galeria Echo Katowice will be built on a
54,000 sq m plot and will provide 42,000-sq m
of retail and entertainment space on three floors.
The centre will include shops and service outlets
as well as a supermarket, seven-screen cinema,
billiards club, children’s playground, squash and badminton courts, a restaurant and a medical centre.
The development will have an external square with places to rest, a skate park and an ice rink in winter.
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POLAND

POMERANIAN LOGISTICS
CENTRE, GDANSK

STAND R8.A7

Industrial & Logistics
Presented by InvestGDA
The 110-ha Pomeranian Logistics Centre lies
close to the largest seaport in Poland and one
of the most modern container terminals on the
Baltic Sea, Deepwater Container Terminal (DCT)
Gdańsk.
The project is progressively expanding and facilities for storage, logistics, production and offices are being built.
Among these projects is an office building known as the Koga administrative centre which will provide 8,335 sq m
of office space. The building’s modern exterior was designed to suit the dynamic image of potential tenants and
is aimed at the shipping and logistics industry.
Gdańsk’s rapidly growing and modernised infrastructure provides the Pomeranian Logistics Centre and The Koga
administrative centre with good connections to national and international road, rail, air and sea routes.

Q22, WARSAW
STAND R8.C3
Offices
Presented by Echo Investment
Q22 is a 155-metre high modern office building which is being developed
in the business centre of Warsaw and will provide over 50,000 sq m of
leasable office space.
While the ground floor provides a glazed lobby, office space is located
on the 2nd to 14th and 18th to 39th floors. Meanwhile, floors 14 to 17 are
earmarked for special functions and will include a conference centre,
fitness club and restaurant area. A 348-space underground car park is
being constructed on five basement levels.
The building will be modern and bright and has also obtained a
BREEAM interim Excellent sustainability rating and has achieved 79.1%,
Poland’s highest score in this category.
Q22 has been designed by architectural studio Kuryłowicz & Associates
in cooperation with Buro Happold Polska. Construction is scheduled for
completion in Q1 2016. The project is valued at PLN 500m (¤115m).
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POLAND

MENNICA LEGACY TOWER,
WARSAW

STAND R8.D1

Offices
Presented by the City of Warsaw
Mennica Legacy Tower is an office complex being
developed by Golub GetHouse and Mennica Polska,
and is located 250 metres from the Rondo ONZ subway
station in central Warsaw. Architects are Goettsch
Partners and the project has been designed to achieve
the BREEAM Excellent standard.
Mennica Legacy Tower will have 63,800 sq m GLA, of which 49,600 sq m is located in a 140-metre tower and
14,200 sq m will be in a separate building. There will also be 4,500 sq m of retail space, fitness and conference
centres.
A public plaza will be created in front of the buildings, complemented by a restaurant and café at street level. There
will be accessible green roofs and an underground garage will provide parking on four levels as well as charging
stations for electric vehicles and spaces for 300 bicycles. Construction will commence by the end of Q1 2016.

SIENNA TOWERS, WARSAW
STAND P-1.F26
Mixed-use
Presented by Ghelamco
Sienna Towers, is a mixed-use project located in
Warsaw’s fast developing, new business hotspot and
will provide 100,000 sq m distributed between three
towers. The project will provide offices, retail and
conference facilities and a hotel
The scheme is being built next to the metro line 2
and is directly connected by an underground link to
Rondo Daszyńskiego station.
Sienna Towers is to be a sustainable development and the design aims to minimise the project’s environmental
footprint, maintain the highest quality standards and create added value for the city.
The project is part of Ghelamco’s strategy of transforming urban areas into multifunctional, modern and peoplefriendly city quarters.
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PORTUGAL

AFFORDABLE RENTED
HOUSING PROGRAMME,
LISBON

STAND P-1.C50/P-1.D51

Residential
Presented by City of Lisbon
Lisbon is attracting more and younger residents and the
city’s mayor, Fernando Medina, has announced a new
affordable housing rental programme. Development of
more than 5,000 units will commence in 2016.
The programme will be executed in cooperation with
the private sector whose expertise will be employed on the design, construction and exploration of residential
buildings.
Municipal real estate, including plots for construction and buildings for renovation, will also be used to supply the
programme.
The project, which will be spread over several city districts, will start following public competitions held to select
strategic partners and choose proposals from the private sector.

WATER CITY, LISBON
STAND P-1.C50/P-1.D51
Urban development
Presented by Baía do Tejo
Water City will create a new downtown area south
of Lisbon, overlooking the Portuguese capital
at Lisbon South Bay, close to the international
airport and a 20 km beach.
The project is being promoted by Portuguese
state-owned company Baía do Tejo, which
manages business parks in the Lisbon and Oporto metropolitan areas.
Water City’s approved masterplan includes residential, office/commercial, cultural, leisure and mixed-use space
totaling 630,000 sq m alongside a 2 km waterfront.
The development comprises two main projects.
The Multi-Transport River Terminal will cater for 9m passengers per year and serve a hinterland of
300,000 inhabitants. The terminal connects travelers to Lisbon’s downtown area in a journey of about eight
minutes.
Lisbon South Marina will exploit the infrastructure of a former shipyard and its location in a densely populated
area, as well as views of Lisbon, and natural conditions such as riverbed stability, to create a successful marina.
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PORTUGAL

NEW PARK, LISBON
STAND P-1.C50/P-1.D51
Urban development
Presented by City of Lisbon
A new green amusement park is being planned in Lisbon
requiring the rehabilitation of 20 ha of land and the
surrounding area. The new park, which is in the centre
of Lisbon, close to the Colombo Shopping Centre, has
direct access to Lisbon Metro’s blue line and the city’s
major roads. The land is already owned by the city. The
masterplan and brief for investors are being finalised by
Lisbon City Hall.
An initial roadshow for investors is planned for the first
half of 2016 and an international public tender will be
launched later in the year.

RUSSIA

I-LAND MASTERPLAN,
MOSCOW

VISITOR

Urban development
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Chapman Taylor has prepared a masterplan for
a new 570,000 sq m garden city within Moscow.
Designed on behalf of client Leader Invest,
the project is described as: “a regeneration
place‑making project, aimed at a new generation
of Moscovites looking for a contemporary living environment”.
The plan envisages a mix of business space and residential apartments as well as a kindergarten, school, medical
centre, local retailing and landscaping with boulevard and riverside promenades interacting with the river Moscow.
An initial feasibility study has been completed and a detailed concept will follow.
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RUSSIA

LETNIY SAD, MOSCOW
STAND P-1.K61
Residential
Presented by Etalon Group
Letniy Sad will be located on a 12.94 ha plot of
land in the Northern Administrative District of
Moscow. The project will provide 292,000 sq m
of «comfort class» residential housing and will
consist of eight buildings. These include two
apartment buildings, as well as commercial and
social infrastructure including a kindergarten and
a school.
The development’s architecture and other features are intended to differentiate it. These characteristics include
transport links and close proximity to parks and forests.
The project is located next to the planned Ul 800-Letiya Moskva and Seligerskaya metro stations, currently under
construction. The Letniy Sad project is also located next to the Angarskiye Prudy park.

GULLIVER RESIDENTIAL
COMPLEX, PERM

STAND P-1.D50/P-1.E51

Residential
Presented by Kortros
The Gulliver residential complex was designed by French
architect Anthony Béchu and is being built in the heart of
the city of Perm, near Russia’s Ural Mountains.
More than 170,000 sq m of residential property will be built
on the 9.47-ha site along with 5,500 sq m of commercial
and public buildings. The project includes a 2 ha public
park.
Gulliver’s residents also have access to recreational and
sports areas and city social infrastructure within walking distance.
Six twin towers from 21 to 34 storeys are to be built, which will make Gulliver the highest residential complex in
Perm. The complex will also include buildings from 6 to 10 storeys with public buildings which will form a gateway
to the city park.
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RUSSIA

DEVELOPMENT OF
FORMER AIRPORT,
ROSTOV-ON-DON

STAND P-1.D50/P-1.E51

Residential
Presented by Kortros
Kortros is developing a former airport in the
eastern part of Rostov-on-Don to provide a
residential complex for 140,000 inhabitants. The
project involves construction of 4- to 16-storey
building which will provide 2.8m sq m of housing, and 1.4m sq m of public and commercial premises.
The complex, designed for 140,000 inhabitants, involves the development of 350 ha of social infrastructure,
including kindergartens, schools, hospitals, shopping facilities, residential services, recreation areas, sports
facilities and playgrounds.
The concept of the project was developed by French architect Anthony Béchu and developer Kortros plans to
convert the airport landing strip in a massive promenade that will be the new district’s principal attraction.

SAUDI ARABIA

KINGDOM CITY MALL,
JEDDAH

STAND P-1.N2

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Design International
Kingdom City Mall is designed to complement
the world’s tallest building, Kingdom Tower,
situated at the heart of Jeddah in Saudi Arabia.
The proposed mall will integrate the tower with
the wider urban fabric while providing a retail
destination consisting of 460,000 sq m of retail, leisure and dining facilities.
With a tagline “A building within a city, a city within a building”, the destination is split into four sections: The
Valley; The Cocoons; The Snow Park and The Village Water Front with environments ranging from greenery to
snow.
Kingdom City Mall will be a commercial catalyst to the existing masterplan and sitting at the foot of what will be
the tallest tower in the world, will have attractions that go beyond shopping.
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SLOVAKIA

STANICA NIVY,
BRATISLAVA

STAND P-1.E51

Mixed-use
Presented by HB Reavis
Stanica Nivy is a mixed-use project in the heart
of Bratislava which will comprise a supraregional shopping centre, A-class office space,
a bus station of international significance and a
modern marketplace, totalling approximately
133,000 sq m.
The design, prepared by architect Benoy, will also include a green zone with community gardens on the roof of
the scheme.
The project, scheduled for completion in 2019, will replace the old bus station at Mlýnske Nivy and will become
the new gateway to Bratislava with an potential throughput of up to 200,000 travellers per day from more than
300 towns and cities in Slovakia and abroad.

SWEDEN

BRYGGHUSET,
GOTHENBURG

STAND P-1.J24

Offices
Presented by Business Region Göteborg
Gothenburg-based
real
estate
company
Husvärden is currently developing Brygghuset,
a new six-storey office building at Lindholmen,
scheduled for occupation at the beginning of
2018.
Brygghuset, located at Therese Svenssons gata 13, will be the last office building to be developed on the quayside
at Lundbystrand. All of the buildings along the dock are meant to have a kinship with each other, but something
extra was needed with Brygghuset, partly because it is the last building to be developed there, but also because
of its prominent location.
Designed by architect Peter Erseus, the 5,000 sq m Brygghuset will be clad in glass and metal instead of concrete,
brick or plaster, as used in the neighbouring buildings. The interior is designed to accommodate open plan use as
well as cellular offices and there are a range of fit-out options.
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SWEDEN

GOTEBORG CITY GATE,
GOTHENBURG

STAND P-1.J24

Offices
Presented by
Skanska/ Business Region Göteborg
Located in the Gårda business district, Göteborg
City Gate will be a new landmark asset and
provides 40,000 sq m of highly visible, modern,
flexible office space.
The development, on Fabriksgatan, is due for completion in 2019 and developer Skanska is aiming to achieve
LEED and EU Green Building sustainability ratings.
Gårda is the home of over 900 companies and provides a high level of services with restaurants, gyms, cafés, a
congress centre and events area a short walk away. The location has good transport links and direct access to
the E6/E20 highway.

VIVA, GOTHENBURG
STAND R7.G26/P-1.L1
Residential
Presented by Riksbyggen
In 2011, Riksbyggen devised Positive Footprint Housing®,
an innovative Swedish approach to residential and urban
development, in partnership with the City of Gothenburg
and Chalmers University of Technology, among others.
The first PlusEnergy residential block, Viva cooperative
building society in Guldheden, Gothenburg, is now ready
for construction. The new residential area will provide
133 new flats and generate surpluses. The building
envelope is more compact, insulation is thicker and electricity is generated on site using solar cells. There are
different forms of energy storage, geothermal heating and a district heating and ventilation system with heat
recovery. Time has been invested in designing courtyards, infrastructure and various types of vehicle pools. There
are extensive communal spaces such as a post and delivery room, a recycling room where residents can exchange
items, a bicycle garage and workshop, an orangery, greenhouse, teleworking areas, a multi-sport court and green
space between the buildings. Completion is scheduled for March 2016.
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SWEDEN

KARLSTADEN, GOTHENBURG
STAND P-1.J24
Mixed-use
Presented by Business Region Göteborg
Karlastaden in Gothenburg, developed by Serneke, is designed to be an
attractive, dense, mixed city district. It is crowned by Scandinavia’s tallest
residential building, a 266-metre high tower.
Karlastaden lies ten minutes from the centre of Gothenburg and consists
of 10 blocks of residential, office and retail space that will be completed in
time for Gothenburg’s 400th anniversary in 2021.
Traditional public spaces will be partly replaced by roof terraces and patios
at different heights, providing sheltered areas. Some roof terraces provide
space for gardening, parkland and recreation, while others could be sports
or play areas.
The tower has been designed by architect Skidmore, Owings & Merrill.

PIREN2, LINDHOLMEN,
GOTHENBURG

STAND P-1.J24

Offices
Presented by
Skanska/ Business Region Göteborg
Piren2, is planned as a high quality modern and flexible office
building which provides a destination in which people can
meet and collaborate.
The property, at Lindholmen Science Park on Norra
Älvstranden, is due to be completed in the second quarter of
2017 and will comprise 7,400 sq m on eight floors including a top floor terrace providing views of Gothenburg.
The ground floor will accommodate a café or shop.
Its location makes the building highly visible and provides good access for tenants and visitors arriving by car,
bus or bicycle.
Norra Älvstranden is Gothenburg´s most knowledge-intensive area where industry, the academic community
and public sector collaborate. The three main areas of focus are transport, media and ICT. The developer is aiming
to achieve LEED and EU Green Building certificates for Piren2.
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SWEDEN

LILJEHOLMSKAJEN,
STOCKHOLM

STAND R7.G26/P-1.L1

Residential
Presented by JM AB as part of Stockholm
Business Region
The Liljeholmskajen residential area results from
land acquisitions that took place in 1998 and 2007
and the area’s transformation from old industrial
to modern residential use started in 2003. By the
end of 2015 and beginning of 2016, JM will have produced around 3,000 apartments at Liljeholmskajen, of which
540 are public housing. About 1,300 apartments remain to be built.
JM wants Liljeholmskajen to become one of Stockholm’s most attractive residential areas and has capitalised
on the area’s waterside location, access to the adjacent Årsta forest, proximity to Södermalm and Lake Mälaren
as well as views towards downtown Stockholm. The development is close to two of Stockholm’s largest public
transit hubs and the area now includes a new marketplace, sun piers, commercial premises, new walking paths
and a school, in addition to the new housing.
Kajen 4, one of the high rises, was voted Building of the Year 2014 by the residents of Stockholm.

TURKEY

CAMLIK RECREATIONAL
AREA, BALIKESIR

PALAIS 0

Urban development
Presented by Balikesir Metropolitan
Municipality
The Çamlık Project is in a recreational area which
is dominant in the city but is currently lying idle
and disconnected from the town. The aim of
the project is to integrate the area with the city
by enhancing public open space, equipping it with socially attractive functions and strengthening its symbolic
character so that it can attract visitors to the city.
A science centre, library, adventure park, entertainment park, a cultural centre and picnic areas are all planned.
The symbolic character of the project will be reinforced by an iconic mosque with a 33-metre high crescentshaped minaret built into Çamlık Hill without disturbing its profile. The crescent minaret, also serving as a viewing
platform, will become a focal point.
The TRY (Turkish Lira) 10m science centre will be built in cooperation with the scientific and technological research
council of Turkey with the aim of raising awareness of clean energy.
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TURKEY

DKY KARTAL, ISTANBUL
Mixed-use

STAND P-1.G51

Presented by DKY Construction & Real Estate
DKY KARTAL is an integrated mix of residential
units, offices, leisure facilities and a hypermarket on a
130,000 sq m site. The development, which includes
a 7,000 sq m recreational park, is located in the heart
of Istanbul where developer DKY has developed
apartments which are designed to ensure that every
part of the property is as functional as possible.
This includes enclosed balconies with sliding glass
windows, providing additional living space.
DKY Kartal is located in the most easily accessible part of Kartal at the junction of the D-100 highway and the
Istanbul ring road. It adjoins a metro station and is 19 km from Sabiha Gökçen International Airport and 9km from
the Kartal fast ferry landing.

DKY ON, ISTANBUL
STAND P-1.G51
Residential
Presented by DKY Construction & Real Estate
DKY ON is a high-end mixed-use residential
project which focuses on technology, socialising
and sharing. The project utilises a sharing economy
concept enabling people to share resources or
services. Comprising 205 apartments on a site of
10,264 sq m, DKY ON has mostly been inspired by
changing urban life and thriving urban culture.
The project concept has been designed to enhance efficiency and functionality both in common areas and
apartments. Based on residents’ expectations and needs, apartments offer maximum space in small areas by
allowing some rooms to be opened or closed using mobile and foldable wall panels and multitask furniture.
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TURKEY

SAHIL YULO,
KAZLICESME, ISTANBUL

VISITOR

Residential
Presented by Chapman Taylor
Sahil Yulo, Kazlicesme, is a residential mixed-use
scheme in a spectacular location on the coast of
the Marmara Sea, Kazlicesme.The 340,000 sq m
project is at the scheme design stage and a
masterplan is being produced for a sustainable
new residential area. Architect Chapman Taylor is responsible for the design on behalf of client Özak-YenigunZiylan Partnership.
The plan layers a range of uses and facilities, with a clear division between public and private space and the
juxtaposition of soft and hard city spaces. Streets, squares, alleyways, parks and courtyards will be created, framed
by contrasting contemporary and traditional architecture. Kazlicesme will also have access to the new Zeytinburnu
metro line, Kazlicesme Sahil Waterfront Park and a new marina directly accessible from the development.

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

AVENUES MALL,
SILICON OASIS, DUBAI

STAND P-1.N2

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Design International
Avenues Mall, will be situated at Dubai Silicon Oasis,
a 7.2-sq km incentivisation zone, and consists of
interlinked ‘pebbles’, each representing a different
activity: entertainment; urban fashion; luxury; kids
and sports; leisure, and a Lulu Hypermarket. Retailing
will be on two levels, with a total GLA of 79,979 sq m.
There will be an underground car park and a cinema on the top floor. The interior is designed to create “an oasis
of tranquillity”, with greenery, water features and natural light.
The project is the latest collaboration between Design International and Lulu Group International, also working
together on Avenues Mall, Sharjah.
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UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

MALL OF QATAR, DOHA,
QATAR

VISITOR

Retail & Leisure
Presented by Chapman Taylor
The Mall of Qatar is intended to be a worldclass retail, sports and entertainment destination
adjacent to the FIFA 2022 World Cup Stadium.
The mall will be the largest shopping centre in
Qatar and is expected to attract an estimated
20 million customers annually. Designed by architect Chapman Taylor for client UrbaCon Co Intl (Doha branch),
the mall will be built on an area equivalent to 50 FIFA football pitches. It will have over 256,000 sq m GLA on
three levels, 7,000 underground and surface car parking spaces, 500 shops, 100 F&B outlets and 19 cinemas
including an IMAX screen. The project also includes a 5-star, 210-bedroom luxury and fashion hotel operated by
Hilton. The first phase of the mall alone will cost $1.2bn (€1.1bn).
One distinguishing feature of the scheme, due to be completed later this year, will be a three-storey, urbanlifestyle marketplace running full length of the project’s central spine.

AVENUES MALL, SHARJAH
STAND P-1.N2
Retail & Leisure
Presented by Design International
Located in the Emirate of Sharjah, Avenues
Mall Sharjah will provide two levels of retail and
entertainment, along with underground parking.
The design concept was derived from the
traditional wooden boats, abras, which are still
used to ferry people across Dubai Creek.
The abra’ boats have pitched sun shades which have been used as inspiration for the design of the mall.
Although smaller than many of the retail destinations in the area, Avenues Mall Sharjah is intended to combine
everything expected from a retail destination in an aesthetically stunning space.
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UK

3 SOVEREIGN SQUARE, LEEDS
STAND R7.B10
Offices
Presented by Addleshaw Goddard
on the Leeds City Region stand
Joint developers Bruntwood and Kier Property are constructing
3 Sovereign Square in the centre of Leeds. The 8,640 sq m building,
due for completion in summer 2016, is one of a trio of new-builds; all
part of a scheme intended to transform an area to the south of Leeds
railway station.
The building encloses one side a new landscaped public square which
provides a link between the city centre, the planned HS2 fast-rail
terminal and the proposed South Bank scheme. A BREEAM Excellent
rating is being sought for the building which will have five floors, each
of about 1,533 sq m.
Law firm Addleshaw Goddard announced in March 2015 that it had
signed a 17½-year lease for 4,738 sq m within 3 Sovereign Square.
The pre-letting leaves 3,066 sq m of office space remaining across the top two floors and 929 sq m for retail and
leisure use.

LINEN QUARTER, BELFAST
STAND C19.B
Mixed-use
Presented by City of Belfast
The Linen Quarter is the traditional business heart of
Belfast and lies between City Hall and the proposed
Great Victoria Street Transport Hub. It comprises a mix
of refurbished linen warehouses, new office buildings,
hotels, bars and restaurants.
A further 400 hotel bedrooms are due to be completed
over the next 18 months and new Grade-A office space
is also being developed. The city council will complement private sector investment with extensive investment in
the public realm.
Opportunities include the addition of more Grade-A office space aimed at business and professional service
occupiers requiring either bespoke ‘front door’ or larger floorplate solutions.
The Linen Quarter’s food and drink offer is also expected to expand and the area is already home to some of
the city’s best restaurants, including one with a Michelin star, and is characterised by the growing number of
independent operators.
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UK

TITANIC QUARTER,
BELFAST

STAND C19.B

Urban development
Presented by City of Belfast
The world-renowned former Harland and Wolff
shipyard is again thriving having been reborn
as the Titanic Quarter – one of Europe’s largest
waterfront regeneration schemes.
In the past decade Titanic Quarter has gone from
masterplan to reality as a thriving and bustling destination. Approximately £358m (€477m) has already been
invested and planning permission has been secured for almost 1m sq ft (92,903 sq m) of Grade A accommodation
and a wide range of complementary uses.
Some 15,000 people already live, work and study in Titanic Quarter which now attracts over one million visitors
per year, including major film productions, R&D, financial services, a Titanic visitor attraction and a waterfront
apartment development.

SMITHFIELD,
BIRMINGHAM

STAND R7.B12

Urban development
Presented by Marketing Birmingham
The £500m (€665m) Birmingham Smithfield
project will redevelop 14 ha of prime
Birmingham city centre land over ten years.
The scheme will create a new family leisure
quarter and new residential neighbourhoods. It is expected to deliver over 100,000 sq m of floorspace, 1,000 new
homes and 3,000 new jobs, adding £470m (€625m) GVA to the local economy and attracting millions more
visitors to Greater Birmingham. Birmingham Smithfield will include high quality pedestrian and cycle routes and
public spaces such as Market Square.
The development is intended to capitalise on its location next to Birmingham’s prime shopping area and the
recently redeveloped New Street train station, used by more than 51m people per year. Birmingham Smithfield
will incorporate the Midland Metro tram system and will be minutes away from the city’s proposed high speed
rail (HS2) terminus.
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UK

INFINITY PARK, DERBY
STAND R7.C14
Mixed-use
Presented by Marketing Derby
Infinity Park Derby is a new 100-ha commercial
and technology park which is being developed by
Miller Birch and Wilson Bowden Developments.
Infinity Park Derby is expected to provide
140,000 sq m of mixed commercial development
including offices, industrial and ancillary leisure
and retail facilities. The park will provide commercial, distribution, leisure and industrial uses.
The flagship building is the iHub, a joint venture between the Universities of Aston, Cranfield and Derby, which will
comprise office and workshop space for advanced manufacturing companies and start-up businesses. There will
also be incubation and support services to companies within, or wishing to gain access to, transport engineering
supply chains.
As an Enterprise Zone, Infinity Park occupiers benefit from tax breaks, business rates discounts and enhanced
capital allowances giving tax relief on plant and machinery.

WATERFRONT, DUNDEE
STAND P-1.D22/P-1.E20
Urban development
Presented by Scottish Cities Alliance
The £1bn (€1.3bn) transformation of Dundee
Waterfront, the third largest regeneration project
in the UK, encompasses 240 ha of land stretching
8km along Scotland’s River Tay.
The V&A Museum of Design, the only design
museum in the UK outside London, will be the
focal point of the Central Waterfront. But there are a number of ‘shovel-ready’ mixed-use sites available for
development within the Central Waterfront. Almost all of this land is owned by Dundee City Council.
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UK

INVERNESS CAMPUS
STAND P-1.D22/P-1.E20
Technology park
Presented by Scottish Cities Alliance
Inverness is promoting a new multi-use
development, the 87-ha Inverness Campus.
Home to Scotland’s newest university and adjacent
to the city’s life science quarter, the campus can
provide plots from 4,000 to 32,000 sq m.
The site is expected to attract business, research
and academic organisations and 13 high-quality, fully-serviced development plots are being aimed at the life
science sector. There is also general office space and scope for hotel and leisure developments.
Inverness Airport Business Park (IABP), is nearby, located beside the region’s main hub airport and alongside the
major A96 and A9 trunk roads.
A new rail halt on the main Inverness to Aberdeen railway line is due to be completed in 2017 and the 620-acre
business park has a masterplan and planning consent in place and Tier 1 Regional Selective Assistance is available.

LEICESTER WATERSIDE,
LEICESTER

STAND R7.C13

Urban development
Presented by Leicester City Council
Leicester Waterside comprises over 50 ha of land
in a city centre location which will be developed
with a mix of high-quality housing, smaller
offices and high-value light commercial space,
independent retailers, and leisure uses.
Leicester City Council has secured a government grant of £20m (€26.7m) to use alongside its strategic land
holdings to bring forward a £100m (€133m)-plus mixed-use scheme in the heart of Waterside.
The council is leading the area’s regeneration with a £6.5m (€8.6m) investment in the restoration of the historic
Friars Mill and its conversion to managed workspace which was completed in December 2015.
The Waterside Supplementary Planning Document sets out the vision for the area over the next 10-15 years and
has recently been adopted. Outline planning consent has been granted for the first phase of development, a mix
of residential and commercial space and the council is selecting a development partner.
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UK

NEWCASTLE
INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT BUSINESS PARK,
NEWCASTLE UPON TYNE

STAND C19.A

Mixed-use
Presented by Newcastle Gateshead
Newcastle International Airport Business Park has
over 20 ha of development land with a projected
1m sq ft (92,903 sq m) of commercial space. The master plan includes provision for 175,000 sq ft (16,258 sq m) of
Grade-A, campus-style offices and 450,000-sq ft (41,806 sq m) of distribution, freight and warehousing.
The scheme is located adjacent to Newcastle Airport, which is 6 miles (9.7 km) from the city of Newcastle and
the development is served by efficient road infrastructure and an existing metro line, as well as established leisure
amenities.

FIVE TOWNS PARK,
WAKEFIELD

STAND R7.B10

Mixed-use
Presented by Leeds City Region
Lateral Property Group has secured planning
consent for the Five Towns Park development at
Castleford, Wakefield.
The £135m (¤178m) development on land
adjacent to Junction 32 of the M62, comprises a
10,000-capacity community stadium for Castleford Tigers RLFC, a 50-acre (21 ha) country park and 571,488 sq ft
(53,093 sq m) of retail development.
The project will create around 2,000 new full-time equivalent jobs in a former mining area. Lateral has secured its
first anchor letting to Next Group for a 69,965 sq ft (6,500 Sq metres) unit.
Five Towns Park will be developed next to Xscape Leisure and Retail Park which has the UK’s biggest real snow
slope, two rock climbing walls, a multiplex cinema, 17 bars and restaurants and 10 urban retail outlets. Xscape
Yorkshire opened in October 2003 and now employs over 1,000 people.
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UK

WHITEHALL RIVERSIDE,
LEEDS

STAND R7.B10

Offices
Presented by Leeds City Region
The proposed Whitehall Riverside development
has a capacity for over 300,000-sq ft (27,871 sq m)
of new Grade-A office space, well connected to
Leeds railway station, the historic office core and
the city’s retail quarter.
The proposed scheme comprises three glazed office buildings and a new multi-storey car park which are set
amongst well defined, south-facing open spaces alongside an ecologically diverse riverside.
The public realm alongside the river will be further enhanced by café bars, high-quality soft and hard landscaping
and new sculptural features.
The scheme can be ready for occupation as a whole or in phases approximately 27 months after a letting is
agreed.

USA

ONE VANDERBILT, NEW YORK
STAND P-1.G1
Offices
Presented by KPF
As a 21st century successor to the Rockefeller Center, and following such
great New York buildings as the Chrysler, the Empire State, and the
Woolworth, One Vanderbilt is intended to meet the market demands of
Midtown East while transforming the civic needs of the Grand Central
District.
The architectural design comprises four interlocking, tapered columns
whose shape is sympathetic to the nearby Chrysler Building. At
the base, a series of angled cuts create a visual procession to Grand
Central Terminal, the Vanderbilt corner of the cornice of which has been
obstructed for nearly a century.
The development includes a new transit hall on the North-East corner
of the site and integrates ground and lower levels. A grand stairway
connects the transit hall to Grand Central’s concourse level B1.
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